LEVEL 0  T.O. DECK - ROOF
LEVEL 1  0'
LEVEL 2  14' - 0'
LEVEL 3  25' - 0'
LEVEL 4  36' - 0'
LEVEL 5  47' - 0'
LEVEL 6  58' - 0'
LEVEL 7  69' - 0'
LEVEL 8  80' - 0'
LEVEL 9  91' - 0'
LEVEL 10  T.O. DECK - ROOF

LEVEL 0_P.G.  10'

MAX. BLDG. HGT. (105')  INDICATES TOP OF ROOF MEMBRANE (TPO - WHITE)

INSULATED METAL PANEL - MICRORIB, PEWTER
ACM PANEL - BLACK (MATCH WINDOWS)
FIBERGLASS / ALUMINUM WINDOW - BLACK
GLASS GUARDRAIL SYSTEM
BRICK - RED BLEND IRON SPOT, SMOOTH

11  GALVANIZED STEEL FRAME W/ IPE WOOD SLAT TRELLIS
12  IRON SPOT, SMOOTH
13  ACM PANEL - BLACK (MATCH WINDOWS)
14  FIBERGLASS / ALUMINUM WINDOW - BLACK
15  GLASS GUARDRAIL SYSTEM
16  BRICK - RED BLEND IRON SPOT, SMOOTH
17  ACM PANEL - BLACK (MATCH WINDOWS)
18  FIBERGLASS / ALUMINUM WINDOW - BLACK
19  GLASS GUARDRAIL SYSTEM
20  BRICK - RED BLEND IRON SPOT, SMOOTH
21  ACM PANEL - BLACK (MATCH WINDOWS)
22  FIBERGLASS / ALUMINUM WINDOW - BLACK
23  GLASS GUARDRAIL SYSTEM
24  BRICK - RED BLEND IRON SPOT, SMOOTH
25  ACM PANEL - BLACK (MATCH WINDOWS)
26  FIBERGLASS / ALUMINUM WINDOW - BLACK
27  GLASS GUARDRAIL SYSTEM
28  BRICK - RED BLEND IRON SPOT, SMOOTH
29  ACM PANEL - BLACK (MATCH WINDOWS)
30  FIBERGLASS / ALUMINUM WINDOW - BLACK
31  GLASS GUARDRAIL SYSTEM
32  BRICK - RED BLEND IRON SPOT, SMOOTH
33  ACM PANEL - BLACK (MATCH WINDOWS)
34  FIBERGLASS / ALUMINUM WINDOW - BLACK
35  GLASS GUARDRAIL SYSTEM
36  BRICK - RED BLEND IRON SPOT, SMOOTH
37  ACM PANEL - BLACK (MATCH WINDOWS)
38  FIBERGLASS / ALUMINUM WINDOW - BLACK
39  GLASS GUARDRAIL SYSTEM
40  BRICK - RED BLEND IRON SPOT, SMOOTH

BUILDING ELEVATIONS - COLOR
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